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Prison break updates

This article is about the TV series. For the act of escaping from prison, see Escape from prison. For other things, see Prison Break. American TELEVISION Series Prison BreakFirst season intertitleGenreSerial dramaCrime dramaThe action thrillerCreated byPaul ScheuringStarring Dominic Purcell Wentworth Miller Robin
Tunney Peter Stormare Amaury Nolasco Marshall Allman Wade Williams Paul Adelstein Robert Knepper Rockmond Dunbar Sarah Wayne Callies William Fichtner Chris Vance Robert Wisdom Danay García Jodi Lyn O'Keefe Michael Rapaport Mark Feuerstein Inbar Lavi Augustus Prew ComposerRamin DjawadiPant of
Origin United StatesInglishSpanishArabicNo. seasons5No. of episodes90 (list of episodes)ProductionExecutive producersMarty AdelsteinNeal H. MoritzDawn ParouseBrett RatnerPaul ScheuringMatt OlmsteadKevin HooksMichael PavoneDawn OlmsteadVaun WilmottMichael HorowitzNelson McCormickProduction
locationsUnited States:Chicago, IllinoisJoliet, IllinoisDallas, TexasPensacola, FloridaLos Angeles, CaliforniaCanada:Toronto, OntarioVancouver, British ColumbiaOther countries:Panama City, PanamaRabat, MoroccoCasablanca, MoroccoOuarzazate, MoroccoCinematographyFernando ArgüellesJeffrey C. MygattRobert
LaBongeChris ManleyRobbie GreenbergDante Spinotti (pilot only)EditorsEtienne Des LauriersScott EilersEric SeaburnWarren BowmanKaja FehrJames CoblentzMark Helfrich (pilot only)Running time42–44 minutesProduction companiesOriginal FilmAdelstein/Parouse Productions20th Century Fox
TelevisionDistributor20th TelevisionReleaseOriginal networkFoxPicture format480i (SDTV)720p (HDTV)1080i (HDTV)Audio formatDolby Digital 5.1Original releaseOriginal series:August 29, 2005 (2005-08-29) –May 15, 2009 (2009-05-15)Revival:April 4 (4-04) – May 30, 2017 (2017-05-30)ChronologyRelated
showsBreakout KingsExternal linksWebsite Prison Break is an American television serial drama created by Paul Scheuring for Fox. The series revolves around two brothers, Lincoln Burrows (Dominic Purcell) and Michael Scofield (Wentworth Miller); Burrows has been sentenced to death for a crime he did not commit,
and Scofield devises an elaborate plan to help his brother escape from prison and clear his name. The series was produced by Adelstein-Parouse Productions, in association with Original Film and 20th Century Fox Television. Along with creator Paul Scheuring, the series is executive produced by Matt Olmstead, Kevin
Hooks, Marty Adelstein, Dawn Parouse, Neal H. Moritz and Brett Ratner who directed the pilot episode. The theme music for the series, composed by Ramin Djawadi, was nominated for a Primetime Emmy Award in 2006. [1] Prison Break is a joint production between Original Film, Adelstein/Parouse Productions, and
20th Century Fox Television and syndication for 20th Television. The series was originally rejected by Fox in 2003, which was due to the long-term prospects of a series. Following the popularity of the prime-time television series Lost and 24, Fox decided to support the production in 2004. The first season received mostly
positive reviews from critics with universal public acclaim. [2] The season performed exceptionally in the rankings. The first season was originally planned for a 13-episode run, but expanded to include nine additional episodes due to its popularity. The following seasons, however, received generally positive to mixed
reviews, with some critics claiming that the show had survived its welcome. [3] Prison Break was nominated for several industry awards, including the 2005 Golden Globe Award for Best TV Series Drama and the 2006 People's Choice Award for favorite TV drama, which she won. In the United States, the five seasons
have been released on DVD and released on Blu-ray internationally. The success of the series has inspired short videos for mobile phones, various official ties on paper and on the Internet, and a video game. A spin-off series, Prison Break: Proof of Innocence, was produced exclusively for mobile phones. The series has
spawned an official magazine and a tie novel. The fourth season of Prison Break returned from its mid-season break in a new season on April 17, 2009, for the last six episodes of the series. [4] Two additional episodes were produced, titled The Old Ball and Chain and Free, and later transformed into a standalone
feature, titled The Final Break. The events of this film take place before the last scene of the series finale, and are meant to conclude unfinished arguments. The feature was released on DVD and Blu-ray on July 21, 2009. [5] A nine-episode fifth season was announced by Fox in January 2016. The revival series
premiered on April 4, 2017, and concluded on May 30. [6] In January 2018, Fox confirmed that Season 6 was in early development; [7] However, in August 2019, Fox announced that they have no current plans to revive Prison Break,[8] while Miller said in November 2020 that he has no plans to return to the series. [9]
Overview of the series Main article: List of episodes of Prison Break SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedFirst airedLast aired122Agost August 29, 2005 (2005-08-29)May 15, 2006 (2006-05-15)222Agost 21, 2006 (2006-08-21)2 April 2007 (2007-04-02)313September 17, 2007 (2007-09-17)18 February, 2008 (2008-02-
18)422September 1, 2008 (2008-09-01)15 May 2009 (2009-05-15)The final break May 27 , 2009 (2009-05-27)[a]59April 4, 2017 (2017-04-04)30 May 2017 (2017-05-30) Season 1 Main article : Prison Break (season 1) season follows the rescue of Lincoln Burrows, who is accused of murdering Terrence Steadman,
brother of US Vice President Caroline Reynolds. Lincoln is sentenced to death and is imprisoned in fox river state prison, where he awaits his execution. Lincoln's (Near Lincoln) Lincoln) brilliant structural engineer Michael Scofield, is convinced of Lincoln's innocence and formulates an elaborate escape plan. In order to
gain access to Fox River, Michael commits an armed robbery that causes him to be sentenced on Fox River. In prison, Michael befriends prison doctor Sara Tancredi when she intends to suffer type 1 diabetes, in order to access the prison infirmary daily, where she receives her daily insulin traits. The brothers' struggle
to avoid execution is aided by their lifelong friend Veronica Donovan, who begins investigating the conspiracy that put Lincoln in jail. However, they are hindering undercover agents, members of an organization called The Enterprise. The company was responsible for framing Lincoln, and they did so because of Lincoln's
father, Aldo Burrows, and his former connections to The Company. The brothers, along with six other inmates, Fernando Sucre, Theodore T-Bag Bagwell, Benjamin Miles C-Note Franklin, David Tweener Apolskis, John Abruzzi, and Charles Haywire Patoshik, who come to be known as the Fox River Eight, escape in the
episode immediately before the end of the season, after using their prison industry privileges to dig a tunnel Season 2 Main article: Prison Break (season 2) Season two begins eight hours after the escape, focusing primarily on the eight fugitives. Series creator Paul Scheuring describes the second season as The
Fugitive times eight and resembles it in the second half of The Great Escape. [10] The fugitives separated and traveled to locations across the country with the nearby authorities behind them, as each pursues their individual goals. Brad Bellick is fired from prison where he worked as a leading guard and chases after
inmates for reward money. Several of the escapees gather in search of a large cache of money buried long ago by another Fox River inmate, Charles Westmoreland. Federal agent Alexander Mahone is assigned to track down and capture the eight fugitives, but is revealed to be working for The Company, which wants
the eight men killed. When Sara discovers that his father, Governor Frank Tancredi, has been killed, he meets with Michael, staying with him as the brothers try to overthrow now-President Reynolds, a member of the company. To ensure the safety of the brothers, Sara is allowed to be detained and faces trial. During the
trial, testimony from former Secret Service agent Paul Kellerman, who used to work for the company-controlled president, exonerates Lincoln and Sara. Half of the escapees are killed or recaptured, but the brothers do so in Panama. Michael, T-Bag, Mahone and Bellick are arrested for imprisoned in the Federal
Penitenciaría de Sona. Season 3 Main article: Prison Break (season 3) Season three follows Michael inside Sona and Lincoln on outside Panama. Sona is a prison that has been managed by inmates and taken into custody only from the outside due to a riot the previous year. Inmates are only supplied with food and
water and are expected to distribute and serve their fellow inmates independently. The surrounding landscape is guarded by armed guards who shoot at the sighting of escaped inmates. Burrows is quickly contacted by Gretchen Morgan (a company operative who was in charge of operations in Panama) who kidnapped
her son LJ and Sara, the woman Michael loves. The Company is told that it wants Scofield to break James Whistler out of Sona. The season follows Michael and Whistler's essays on formulating an escape plan, as Michael has to deal with extreme tension and how Lincoln handles company operative Gretchen Morgan.
Sugar gets a job in prison for helping Michael in his escape plan. As Lincoln tries to rescue Sara and LJ following a track provided by Sara, Gretchen claims to have beheaded Sara and sends Lincoln a head in a box as a warning. As the season ends, the pair manage to escape along with Mahone, and another inmate,
Luis, leaving behind several accomplices such as T-Bag and Bellick. Sucre's identity is discovered by a prison guard and is thrown at Sona just after the escape. LJ and Sofia (who were caught to ensure Whistler would go with her) are traded by Whistler, and Michael seeks revenge against Gretchen for Sara's death.
Season 4 Main article: Prison Break (season 4) The main story of season four is about a team recruited by Homeland Security Agent Don Self to get Scylla. Although the team initially believes it is The Company's black book, it is later revealed to contain information about an advanced renewable energy cell. During the
first half of the season, the team obtains cards to access Scylla and enters the company's headquarters to steal it, it is discovered that Sara is alive, Bellick dies when sacrificed, and Self is revealed to be a double agent with the intention of selling Scylla to the highest bidder. Lincoln then decides to join The Company to
retrieve it, while Michael suffers from a hypothalamic hamartoma. It is treated and operated by The Company. Michael later learns that his mother, Christina is still alive and was an agent for The Company, which is revealed to be acquiring Scylla to sell to the highest bidder. Finally, the main story of the series for the past
4 seasons ends in Miami, where Scylla is recovered by Michael and the team, general and The Company are retired, and Sara kills Christina. The final two episodes of the season represent the series finale. In the penultimate episode, Sara is seen buying in Panama with his young son, Michael, before visiting Michael's
grave with Lincoln, Sucre and Mahone. The final episode and tv movie Prison Break: The Final Break shows what between the overthrow of the company and the death of Michael. This story involves Sara's imprisonment at the Miami-Dade County Jail for Christina's murder. The General and T-Bag are located in the
facilities of adjacent men. The General wants Sara dead and has given her a $100,000 reward. Michael listens to the reward and devises a plan to break Sara. In the end, knowing that he is dying of a brain tumor, Michael sacrifices hints for Sara to escape. Season 5 Main article: Prison Break (season 5) In June 2015, it
was reported that a resurgence was under development at Fox. [11] The limited series is a sequel to the original series, which takes place several years later and features Wentworth Miller and Dominic Purcell reprationing their roles, as well as the return of series creator Paul Scheuring. Although Michael was killed in
the series finale, Fox CEO Dana Walden said the series will provide a logical and credible explanation of why the characters are alive and still moving around the world. [12] In January 2016, Fox officially ordered the revival on the series, with the episode's order revised to nine episodes. [13] In March 2016, it was
confirmed that Sarah Wayne Callies, Amaury Nolasco, Robert Knepper, Rockmond Dunbar and Paul Adelstein would resume their roles. [14] Filming began in April 2016 in Vancouver, and several Moroccan cities such as Rabat, Casablanca and Ouarzazate began in April 2016. [14] It debuted on April 4, 2017, and aired
Tuesdays at 9:00 p.m.[6] Cast and cast members Amaury Nolasco, Robert Knepper, Wade Williams, Sarah Wayne Callies, Wentworth Miller with executive producer Matt Olmstead Wentworth Miller signing autographs in Beverly Hills, California Main article: List of Prison Break Break characters keeps a cast The first
season features a cast of ten actors receiving star turnover, who settled in Chicago or Fox River State Prison. [18] The second season features a cast of nine actors receiving billing; three characters are reduced from the regular series to the recurring state, another is updated and a new character is entered. [19] The
third season introduces four new characters; two of whom are prisoners in the Federal Penitenciaría de Sona. [20] Most of the changes in the cast have been due to the deaths of characters. The creator of the series, Paul Scheuring, explains that killing important characters makes audiences much more fearful for our
protagonists and actually helps us in terms of reducing story lines. [21] The two protagonists of the series, Michael Scofield and Lincoln Burrows, are the only characters who appeared in each episode of the series. Dominic Purcell as Lincoln Burrows: Lincoln is a high school dropout and a convicted felon, who is wrongly
accused and charged with the murder of Terence Steadman, the Vice President of the United States. Purcell was cast three days before the production began and, consequently, was the last actor to join the original cast. [22] She auditioned for the role while having a recurring role as Tommy Ravetto in North Shore.
Since working on John Doe, Purcell has had a friendly relationship with Fox. Therefore, he was sent the pilot script for Prison Break. [23] Scheuring's first impression of Purcell did not convince him as an attack for the role since the actor went to audition with his hairstyle and a tan. However, Purcell's performance won the
role. He arrived on set on the first day of filming with a shaved head, which surprised Scheuring with the physical resemblance of the two main actors in the series. [24] Wentworth Miller as Michael Scofield: Michael is Lincoln's brother and worked as a structural engineer before devoting himself full-time to his brother's
case. In order to save his brother's life, Michael creates an elaborate plan to help his brother escape from prison. In an interview, Paul Scheuring recalled that most of the actors who tried out the role would come to play mysterious, but it was so misleading and false. [24] A week before production began, Miller auditioned
for the role and impressed Scheuring with his performance; He was chosen the next day. [22] Amaury Nolasco as Fernando Sucre: Sucre develops a friendship with Michael during his time at Fox River State Prison, where he was his cellmate. Initially, his character's story focuses on his desire to reunite with his fiancée.
Upon receiving the pilot script, Nolasco's first thought was that he was one of those failed pilots that the network really didn't want since most of the pilots in the series would have started production at the time. Admitting that he doesn't like reading, Nolasco was surprised that the script was a huge page-turner. Before his
last audition for the role, Nolasco recalled his nervousness, which grew when Paul Scheuring told him it was his preferred choice. He was subsequently cast in the role. [25] Robert Knepper as Theodore T-Bag Bagwell: T-Bag appears in all five seasons of the series as a shrewd, violent and manipulative psychopath,
constantly underestimated by those around him. T-Bag will stop at nothing to get what it wants and let nothing stop in its way. Robin Tunney as Veronica Donovan (seasons 1–2): Veronica is Michael and Lincoln's childhood friend who decides to review Lincoln's case at Michael's insistence. She becomes Lincoln's lawyer
and appears as an important character in the first season. She also stars in the first episode of season two. Peter Stormare as John Abruzzi (seasons 1–2): Due to his role as leader Chicago mafia, Abruzzi became a prominent figure in Fox River State Prison. It promises to provide an escape plane for Michael in
exchange for the location of the to his crimes, Otto Fibonacci. He appears regularly in the first half of the first season and makes selected appearances towards the end of the first season and the start of the second season. Marshall Allman as Lincoln L. J. Burrows Jr. (seasons 1–4): L. J. is the teenage son of Lincoln
Burrows and is greatly affected by his father's death sentence. He is forced to hide after he becomes the target of people who want Lincoln dead. Wade Williams as Brad Bellick (seasons 1–4): Bellick is introduced as the captain of Fox River Correctional Officers. After reading the pilot script, Williams initially did not want
to portray the role of Bellick because the character was horrible and despicable. His reluctance stemmed from being the father of a four-year-old daughter. However, his manager persuaded him to audition for the role and Williams got the role of Bellick. [25] Sarah Wayne Callies as Sara Tancredi (seasons 1–2, 4–5): Sara



is the Fox River prison physician and daughter of Governor Frank Tancredi, who is linked to the plot that brings Lincoln to Fox River. She takes a liking to Michael and eventually helps his escape. Ultimately, he joins them in the race. Callies was the first actress the producers saw at the audition for the role of Sara
Tancredi and was also the first to become a lead cast member. [22] Paul Adelstein as Paul Kellerman (seasons 1–2, 4–5): Kellerman was introduced as a Secret Service agent working for vice president to ensure that Lincoln Burrows' execution goes smoothly. He appears as an important character in the first and second
seasons. Rockmond Dunbar as Benjamin Miles C-Note Franklin (seasons 1–2, 4–5): Desperate for his family, C-Note blackmails Michael on Fox River to join his escape squad. He appears in the series as an important character in the first and second seasons. William Fichtner as Alexander Mahone (seasons 2–4):
Introduced as an FBI agent in season two, Mahone's assignment was to track down the fugitives. Mahone is intellectually paired with Michael and his background develops as the series progresses. In season three he is imprisoned with Michael in Sona and is eventually forced to become his ally during season four.
Chris Vance as James Whistler (seasons 3–4): Whistler is jailed in Sona for the murder of the mayor's son and appears as an important character in season three. She also stars in the first episode of season four. Robert Wisdom as Norman Lechero St. John (season 3): Appearing as an important character in season
three, Lechero is a prisoner in Sona who rules prison as a dictator and a drug trafficker Danay Garcia as Sofia Lugo (seasons 3–4): Sofia was introduced in season three as Whistler's girlfriend. At the beginning of season four, he began dating Lincoln Burrows. Jodi Lyn Lyn as Gretchen Morgan (seasons 3-4): Presented
as Susan B. Anthony, Gretchen is an operative at The Company who is responsible for securing the escape of James Whistler. Michael Rapaport as Donald Self (season 4): Introduced in season four, Self is a Special Agent of the Department of Homeland Security who is equipped with the band to take down The
Company. Mark Feuerstein as Jacob Anton Ness (season 5): Sara's husband in Season 5. He's a professor of economics. Inbar Lavi as Sheba (season 5): The leader of a resistance against ISIL in Yemen, Sheba appears as C-Note's friend and Lincoln's love interest. Augustus Prew as David Whip Martin (season 5):
Michael's cellmate and partner in season five, as well as T-Bag's illegitimate son. He is the muscle to back up Michael, often called Michael's whip hand. Conception of the production The original concept of Prison Break –a man who deliberately sent hid to prison to help someone escape- was suggested to Paul
Scheuring by producer Dawn Parouse, who wanted to produce an action-oriented series. Although Scheuring thought it was a good idea, he initially stumbled upon why someone would embark on this mission or how it might turn it into a viable TV show. The story of the wrongly accused brother emerged, and he began
working on the plot scheme and the elaboration of the characters. In 2003, he pitched the idea to the Fox Broadcasting Company, but was re-turned down, as Fox was nervous about the long-term possibilities of this series. He subsequently showed the concept to other channels, but was also rejected, as it was believed
to be more suitable for a film project than a television series. [23] Prison Break was later regarded as a possible 14-part miniseries, which attracted interest from Steven Spielberg before his departure due to his involvement with the War of the Worlds. After the huge popularity of serialized prime-time TELEVISION series
such as Lost and 24, Fox decided to support the production in 2004. The pilot episode was filmed a year after Scheuring commented on the script. [27] Filming the Joliet State Prison, which served as a Fox River State Penitentiary in Prison Break. The first three seasons of Prison Break were filmed mostly outside of
Hollywood. Most of the first season of the series was filmed on location in and around Chicago. [28] After being closed in 2002, Joliet Prison became the set of Prison Break in 2005, and became Fox River State's prison on screen. [29] Scenes set in Lincoln's cell, infirmary and prison yard were shot in prison. [30] The
cell of it was allegedly the same in which serial killer John Wayne Gacy was jailed, b that at least one member of the production team refused to enter, because he was allegedly persecuted. [28] Other ensembles were built in the including the cell blocks that housed the general prison population; these blocks had three
levels of cells (unlike the four in the block of real cells) and had much larger cells than actual cells to allow more space for actors and cameras. [30] The exterior scenes were filmed in areas around Chicago, Woodstock and Joliet in Illinois. Other locations include O'Hare International Airport in Chicago and Toronto,
Ontario in Canada. Prison Break spent $2 million per episode in the state of Illinois, which cost them a total of $24 million in 2005. [28] Renovated for a second season, Prison Break resumed filming on June 15, 2006, in Dallas, Texas due to the proximity of rural and urban environments. [32] Locations were chosen within
a 30-minute radius of Dallas that included Little Elm, Decatur, Mineral Wells and McKinney. [33] Many of these locations were used to represent several American cities. [34] The show was expected to spend more than $50 million in Texas during the second season. [10] During the last three episodes of the second
season, filming took place in Pensacola, Florida, to represent Panama. [35] Each episode took eight days to film and approximately $1.4 million went to the local economy per episode. [36] The third season was shot in Dallas and had a budget of $3 million per episode. [37] Several of the outside scenes with Lincoln and
Gretchen negotiating the escape from panama prison were shot in the Casco Viejo neighborhood of Panama City. [38] The main photograph of the fourth season was transferred to Los Angeles, California. [39] Ramin Djawadi is the composer of the Prison Break score. Prison Break's theme music and incidental music
for each episode was composed by Ramin Djawadi. The score for the first two seasons appears in the Prison Break: Original Television Soundtrack, which was released on August 28, 2007. [40] Djawadi and Ferry Corsten produced a remix of the theme music titled Prison Break Theme (Ferry Corsten Breakout Mix) as a
single, which was released by Fox Music in 2006. In Europe, rapper Faf Larage's song Pas le temps is used by the M6 television network in France and by RTL-TVI in Belgium to replace the show's original theme music in the title sequence, which generated advertising and helped track down the show. [41] Format
Prison Break features a serialized history structure, similar to that of its first fellow 24th season show. In 2009, Kevin Reilly told reporters that the series would end the fourth season. Despite the declining ratings, Reilly attributed the cancellation to the He declared: The show just played. You get to a point creatively where
you hear all the stories that have been told, and you want to finish strong and not come out at the end of the season. [42] As for the end, Reilly stated: They have a really cool ending, really. I know where and it's a hell of an idea. [42] Tattoo Designed by Tom Berg and created by Tinsley Transfers, the tattoo took about
five hours to be applied to Wentworth Miller. In scenes where the actor wears a T-shirt and doesn't show off the entire tattoo, only the forearm pieces of the tattoo were applied. [43] Reception ratings The following seasonal rankings are based on a weighted average total viewers per episode, as recorded by Nielsen
Media Research. The recording period begins in late September (the start of the U.S. network's television season) and ends in late May. Season Time slot (ET) Episodes released viewers finished (in millions) #Rank Date premiere viewers (in millions) End of Date Viewers (in millions) 1 Monday 9 a.m.m. (2005)/Monday
8:00 p.m. (2006) August 22 29, 2005 10.51 May 15, 2006 10.24 9.2[44] 55 2 Monday 8:00 p.m.m. 2006 9.37 April 2, 2007 8.12 9.3[45] 51 3 13 September 17, 2007 7.51 February 18, 2008 7.40 8.2[46] 73 4 Monday 9:00 p.m. (2008)/Friday 8:00 p.m. (2009) September 22 1, 2008 6.53 May 15, 2009 3.32 6.1[1[1 68 5
Tuesday 9:00 p .m. 9 April 2017 3.83 May 30, 2017 2.30 4.0[48] 115 Critical response The show debuted on August 29, 2005 to an estimated audience of 10.5 million viewers. Fox had not seen this success for the summer Monday numbers since Melrose Place and Ally McBeal aired in September 1998. The premiere
was ranked first in both the 18-49 and 18-34 demographics. [49] The strong debut performance was also matched by several positive reviews. According to The New York Times, Prison Break was more intriguing than most of the network's new series, and is undoubtedly one of the most original, complementing its ability
to create a suspense thriller and its authentic look. [50] Gillian Flynn of Entertainment Weekly called it one of the best new shows of 2005. [51] On the other hand, The Washington Post criticized the show for its smiling and evenly overloaded performances. [52] Due to the success of its ratings, Fox decided to extend
Prison Break for nine additional episodes, making it the first new series of the 2005–06 season to receive a full season order of 22 episodes. [53] The series averaged 9.2 million viewers per week in its first season. [44] The second season premiere of Prison Break averaged 9.4 million viewers. [54] The decline was most
pronounced among young adult viewers, with a 20% decrease in demographics of 18-49 compared to the series premiere, but its domestic rating grew from 3.6% to 3.9% over the past half hour. [55] Robert Bianco of USA Today commented on the desanotic absurdities that have swamped show, and blamed writers for
being incredibly lazy for the continued use of tattooing as a plot solution for all purposes. [56] Instead, the Detroit Free Press commended the premiere of the second season in set in the first season, it offered good entertainment because of its motley crew of cellblock characters and the taut and witty storytelling of series
creator Paul T. Scheuring and his staff. [57] The second season gained its largest audience on the original premiere date of the episode, Chicago averaging 10.1 million viewers. [58] Overall, the second season averaged 9.3 million viewers per week. [45] The third and particularly fourth season received progressively
more negative reviews, as the plot of the show diverged from its origin story of getting out of prison, and focused more on the conventional elements of a government conspiracy drama series. [59] Season five received mixed reviews. In review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, the season has an approval rating of 52%
based on 21 reviews, with an average score of 6.61/10. The site's critical consensus says: Prison Break regains some of its old urgency upon its return, but familiar faces and frenetic action are not enough to compensate for a plot that manages to bore while catching belief. [61] In Metacritic, the season has a score of 48
out of 100, based on 18 critics, indicating mixed or medium reviews. [62] Ranking concerns were raised by the Parents Television Council in the United States about the time slot in which Prison Break (8:00 pm ET) was broadcast as the show features some scenes containing graphic content. [63] In France, the
broadcasting watchdog, Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel (CSA), also complained that violence in some episodes exceeded the amount allowed for its rating, which is not for children under 10. Under French regulations, any higher rating would move the show away from its current primetime time station to a later time.
However, his decision to change the rating would only affect the first season, which has already aired, and not the second season. [64] Awards and nominations Main article: List of awards and nominations received by Prison Break After a successful reminization of the first thirteen episodes of the series, Prison Break
was nominated for its first award, the People's Choice Award 2005 for Favorite New TV Drama. The series won the award in January 2006, beating out other nominees in the same category, Commander-in-Chief and Criminal Minds. [65] In January 2006, the show had two nominations for the 63rd Golden Globe Awards,
which were best drama television series and best actor in a television drama series for wentworth Miller's performance. [66] The series' lead actor, Wentworth Miller, received another nomination for the performance in the first season of the 2005 Saturn Awards for Best Television Actor. Similarly, the series was
nominated for the 2005 Saturn Award for Best Network TELEVISION Series. [67] At the 2006 Television Critics Association Awards, the show was nominated for best new drama series. [68] Nominations for Awards include the 2006 Eddie Award for Best One-Hour Series Edited for Commercial Television (Mark Helfrich
for the Pilot Episode),[69] and the 2006 Primetime Emmy Award for Best Main Theme Music (Ramin Djawadi). [1] In December 2006, Robert Knepper was nominated for the 2006 Satellite Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Series, Miniseries, or Made TV Movie. [70] Alleged copyright infringement On October 24,
2006, the Associated Press reported that Donald and Robert Hughes filed a lawsuit against Fox Broadcasting Company and the show's executive producer and creator, Paul Scheuring, for copyright infringement, seeking unspecified damages and other costs. They claimed that in 2001 they had sent Fox their manuscript
which was based on their own experiences of a prison break in a juvenile facility. In the 1960s, Donald Hughes successfully planned and executed a prison escape for his brother, Robert Hughes, who was wrongly imprisoned. [71] Distribution television in Canada, Prison Break was broadcast on Global an hour before it
aired on Fox, except on the Maritimes where it aired two hours before Fox aired. Prison Break was the only new television series to be positioned in the first twenty TELEVISION shows of 2005-2006 in Canada, reaching an average of 876,000 viewers in the key demographic of 18-49 and 1.4 million viewers nationwide
for its first season. [72] Prison Break premiered on Australian broadcaster Seven on February 1, 2006, with an average audience of 1.94 million. [73] The first season attracted an overall average of 1,353 million viewers. [74] After declining ratings throughout the second season, Seven decided to fast-track the air of
episodes in season three. [75] The fifth season revival moved to Network Ten and debuted on May 15, 2017. [76] The first and second season premiered in the UK on 5, with the first season retested at UKTV Gold before the second season debuts on Five. Prior to the start of season three, Sky One acquired the rights to
broadcast Prison Break, paying £500,000 per episode. [77] The series premiered in France on August 31, 2006, averaging 5.5 million viewers. [78] The second season premiered on September 13, 2007, to 5.3 million viewers. [79] The first season broadcast in Hong Kong on TVB Pearl received the country's largest
audience for a foreign drama. The series premiere averaged 260,000 viewers, while the first season finale averaged 470,000 viewers. [80] The premiere of the second season received an average of Viewers. [81] Home Media Dvd Episodes[82] Release Dates Region 1 Region 2 Region 4 Season 1 22 August 6, 8,
September 18, 2006[83] September 18, 2006[84] September 13, 2006[85] Second season September 22, 6, 2006 2007[86] August 20, 2007[87] September 17, 2007[88] Season Three 13 August 4, 2007 , 2007, May 19, 2008[90] December 3, 2008[91] Season 24 6/7 June 2, 2009[92] July 16, 2009[93] July 16, 2009[94]
Dvd and blu-ray discs for each season were released after being released in several regions. At the 2006 International Consumer Electronics Show, 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment announced that the first full season of Prison Break was to be released on Blu-ray in early 2007. [95] The release date was later
announced on November 13, 2007, and Prison Break became the first TELEVISION show to be released on Blu-ray Disc by Fox. The Blu-ray box set contains six discs and includes all the special features of the DVD box set. [96] A dvd containing the first three seasons was released on May 19, 2008, in Region 2. [97]
The TV movie Prison Break: The Final Break was included in the fourth season set in regions 2 and 4, but was released separately in Region 1. The Final Break was later released separately in regions 2 and 4. In France, Germany and the UK, a Blu-ray package from all four seasons has been launched, including The
Final Break. [98] [100] More than a year after its initial release, the fourth season was later remitted to Region 4 without the Final Break included. Online distribution In addition to the television broadcast of the show, episodes of Prison Break have also been published on the Internet. Towards the end of the first season,
episodes of Prison Break were made available for purchase online at the iTunes Store, which began on May 9, 2006. After the release of the second season of Prison Break, Fox began allowing online streaming of the current episode for free through more than 50 websites, including AOL, Google and Yahoo!, as well as
its own extensive network. However, this was only restricted to the United States. The first three episodes of the second season were commercially free, available for a week after its television broadcast date. [101] The online broadcast of episodes was postponed after the third episode. However, due to fox's three-week
stoppage of the series driven by Fox's broadcast of Major League Baseball playoff games in October, a strategy was developed by News Corporation (the parent company of Fox Broadcasting Company and MySpace) in an attempt to maintain its viewers' interest in the show. Starting in October, Fox began streaming
past episodes of the second season on social networking site MySpace and network-owned and operated stations (the stations are part of the Fox Television Stations Group). Although the ads were broadcast the entire broadcast, the episodes were free. [102] Other media spin-off series A spin-off series, Prison Break:
Proof of Innocence, was produced exclusively for mobile phones and was first broadcast to Sprint customers in April 2006 on SprintTV's Fox station. The first episode of Proof of Innocence became on the Internet for viewing on May 8, 2006. This was an exclusive agreement made between Toyota Motor and News
Corporation's Fox network, allowing Toyota to sponsor exclusive content from the show and gain advertising exclusivity. [103] During the third season of the series, a series of six online shorts, collectively known as Prison Break: Visitations, were made exclusively by Fox. His characters are Lechero, Sammy, McGrady, T-
Bag and Bellick. They were distributed on the Internet and are available for free from iTunes. On October 24, 2007, The Hollywood Reporter reported that a full spinoff series was under development, tentatively titled Prison Break: Cherry Hill. The series was to revolve around an upper-middle-class housewife, Molly, and
her stay in a women's prison. [104] However, the original idea of producers introducing Molly to the third season of Prison Break was later abandoned due to the writers' strike. The new series was planned to begin under the Prison Break brand similar to CSI: Miami and CSI: NY,[105] but ultimately did not go into
production. Connection to Breakout Kings Robert Knepper reprageed his role as T-Bag in the 2011 breakout kings TELEVISION series, Breakout Kings, which was created by some of prison break writers Matt Olmstead and Nick Santora. [106] Magazine, novel, book and comic book In print media, the show's linking
products include an official magazine and a bond novel. The official magazine, published by Titan Publishing, was launched on November 21, 2006. Each issue contains interviews with selected cast and crew members with other feature stories. The tie-in novel, Prison Break: The FBI Classified Files (ISBN 1-4165-3845-
3), contains details of the show's characters related to the story of season two. Written by Paul Ruditis, the book is published by Simon &amp;amp; Schuster and was published on May 8, 2007. [107] In September 2009, Insight Editions published Prison Break: Behind the Scenes, a complementary book with production
photography, in which writers Christian Trokey and Kalinda Vazquez, as well as Paul Scheuring, Matt Olmstead, and cinematographer Fernando Arguelles comment on the show's four-season run. [108] An official manga adaptation of the series was available on the Piccoma online service from June 23, 2019. The
artworks are made by Hikosuke Soyama and the adaptation is under the supervision of Twentieth Century Fox. [109] Tour of Attraction There is also a live film called Prison Break LIVE!, created by The Sudden Impact! Entertainment Company, which is an interactive experience oriented give life to the atmosphere of the
television series. The attraction toured the US, Australia, UK, China, Germany and Mexico from 2006 to 2008. [110] The video game A Prison Break-based video game was under development for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 for release in February 2009, but was canceled. Brash Entertainment was shut down. [111]
The development of Prison Break: The Conspiracy was restarted when the game's developer, ZootFly, found a new editor. [113] The game was released on March 31, 2010. [114] The protagonist of the game is Tom Paxton, an employee of the company who is sent inside Fox River to observe and report on Michael
Scofield's every move. The game features voices from the original cast members with the exception of Sarah Wayne Callies (Dr. Sara Tancredi). International adaptation In April 2010, it was announced that the series would be adapted to Russia. [115] On September 20, 2010, the Russian adaptation premiered on
Channel 1. [116] This adaptation uses many of the features of the original series, with some scenes and dialogue copied completely, but also introduces new stories and characters that reflect Russian reality. Notes ↑ The TV movie was first broadcast in the UK on May 27, 2009. The film was released directly on DVD and
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